Installation, setting to work and running the AFP and GSC
Greenspec greenhouse automation system
Part of the manual, only small excerpt, not valid to use on running system
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1000R build up your system and understand the software structure
1100R Setting up the AFP line and connections
The Greenspec system exists of two main components: the AFP, electronic control units, called Agriculture
Functional Print and the GSC, the GreenSpec Computer.
When building a new system in a greenhouse, normally first the AFPs are placed and connected to electronic
sensors and outputs. To connect these to the AFPs a separate section from the top can be removed. The front
with the through holes can be folded down. On the removable lid a schedule is attached.
Each AFP can be opened by removing the screws in the top panel:

1110R Setting up the optical line
The special set-up of the Greenspec system is the optical line:
All AFPs and the GSC are connected by one optical line, actually it is always a double line, the signal goes
clockwise and counter clockwise in an alternating rhythm. It is switched by default every 15 min, this time can
be adjusted by the installer.
Greenspec provides as standard POF, plastic optical fiber, easy to cut, good value for money but maximum
distance between two connectors of 130 m. For long distances also HCS, coated glass fibre can be provided.
This has a max distance of 2 km, but a higher price. The connectors are different. Please note: special cutting
tools advised for POF, mandatory for HSC.
Here an example of a set of AFPs connected to a Greenspec computer:

In each AFP you find the optical connector board:

1- The opto cable is a double smooth cable, some versions have a line with spots and a unmarked line.
2- The cable should be cut as straight as possible, for that Greenspec recommends a special POF or HCS
cutting tool.
3- If you have a set of AFPs next to each other, cut at least a cable length of 100 cm as minimum. You can
make coils, to keep the cabinet neat. A shorter length is not good for the lifetime of the LEDs.
4- Note that on the AFP blue is emitter and black is receiver. You open the connector by turning it
counter clockwise, push in the cable and fix it by turning the connector clockwise until the cable is
fixed. Do not over tighten.
5- Connect the wire going from this first AFP to the following AFPs and so on. The principle is that always
the emitter should go to a receiver. So the line from the blue connector should go in the black
connector on the next AFP. And the other line then the other way around. There is a set-up procedure
for the connections, see 1240.
6- The maximum length of the optical line is 130m, there is an AFP nano line repeater available that will
send out a new signal that again goes 130 m further. As alternative the HCS cable can be used for
much longer distances. With special connectors a change from the one to the other fiber system is
possible.
7- And terminate the operation by returning back to the GSC. At the GSC the connector is different: it has
the two connectors beside each other:

In chapter 1240 the automatic recognition of AFPs by the software is explained.
With each AFP you receive a sheet that you can use to fill in all details of the input- and output-connections you
make. If you lose it, you can download it from the Greenspec website:

.

1120R Connecting sensors to the AFP
Many sensors are used in the greenhouse.
An overview of common sensors: the sensors are indicated in blue, the most common sensors are only shown
as a letter.

This section treats the connection to the AFP02, the standard.
After this the connections to an AFP light and an AFP 63 are shown, they are different in quantity but the
connection principles for the inputs and the outputs are the same.
The schedule for connections is shown on the lid of the AFP:

The input connections are divided in:
10 Analogue inputs, divided over : nr. A/A to A/E
4 Counter inputs : nr. C/A

6 Digital inputs : nr. D/A and D/B.
All kind of sensors can be connected. For details on connecting and calibrating sensors, and on the correct
maintenance of sensors, see 1320.

1121I Connecting analogue inputs to the AFP:
The 10 analogue outputs are in 5 connectors with each 2 sets of 4 contact points.
Each of the +15V connections on the analogue-in ports is fused with 350mA, so a max current of 300mA is safe.
The total current for all +15V connections shall not exceed 500mA.

Warning

: many modern sensors only consume ca 20 mA. Any shortcut may be already over 500 mA.

If you use sensors designed for 24V at 15V they will consume more current!
Each analogue input has a ground, the analogue signal input, a 15V connection and a 3.0 V reference.

The inputs can be used without external adaptation with the following: 0-4 mA, 0-20 mA, 4-20 mA, 5-25 mA, 03V. (And with adaptation of an extra resistor for 0-10V.)
Adaptation to the other ranges is by 10 sets of dipswitches. They are in the following sequence where each
time the lower half is for the first and the upper for the second input:

The setting for the different types of power required is:

Analogue
input
0-3V

dipswitch

Electrical connection

0-10 V

mount external resistor 1,8 kΩ!
0-4 mA

0-20 mA

4-20 mA

5-25 mA

1122I Connecting counter inputs to the AFP:
The system has one 8 pin connector for 4 counter inputs, designed like this:

So connect one sensor like this :

Typical application: rain water counter, wind speed counter, drain counter.
1123I Connecting digital inputs to the AFP
The system has two 8 pin connector for digital inputs, designed like this:

So effectively 6 digital input connectors are available.
Typical connections : rain detection, level sensor.

1124I List of sensors that can be connected to the AFP :
Here a list of sensors that are described in detail in the addendum A. If you want to connect a sensor that is not
on the list, please send an email to info@greenspec.nl.
For each component in the list the type of connector is given, plus the power consumption. You should not
connect per AFP more than 500mA.
Type of connector is A (Analogue), C (Counter) or D (Digital)
Type of sensor

(example, not exhaustive)

Type of connection
(brand dependent)

Power consumption
(information from supplier)

Greenspec
Greenspec
Greenspec TH110

A/ 4-20 mA
A/ 4-20 mA
2 x A / 4-20 mA

24 V /5W
24 V/ 5W
24 V / 25 W

Greenspec

3 x A / 4-20 mA

24 V / 25 W

Vaissala HMDW110-112

2 x A / 4-20 mA

24 V / 25 W

Indoor CO2 meter
Indoor CO2 meter
Indoor CO2 meter

Kimo
Vaisala
EE82 EE Elektronik

A/ 4-20 mA
A/ 0-20 mA
A/ 4-20 mA

22mA / 15V
15 V, <2,5W
15V, <2,5W

Rain counter
Rain sensor
Rain intensity sensor

Davis
B&B sensors
Thies

C w reed contact
Relais uitgang 30V, 4A
A/4020 mA

24V/80 mA
15V /

A / 0-3V
A / 0-3V
A / 0-3V
A / 0-3V
A / 4-20 mA

?
25uW..55uW
25uW..55uW
25uW..55uW
15V

A / 4-20 mA
A / 4-20 mA
A / 4-20 mA
To GSC by USB
A and C, 6 connections
A / 0-3V
Counter
A/ 4-20 mA
A/ 4-20 mA
A/ 4-20 mA
A/ 4-20 mA

15V @ 6-10 mA
15V, <50 mA
15V

A/ 4-20 mA

20W @24V

PH sensor
EC sensor
Indoor measurement box
temperature / humidity
Indoor measurement box
temperature / humidity / CO2
Indoor measurement box
temperature / humidity

Brand name

Temperature sensor PT1000
Temperature sensor NTC AAA
Temperature sensor NTC10K
Temperature sensor NTC
Soil humidity sensor
Soil humidity sensor
Soil humidity sensor
Flow sensor
Pressure sensor
Weather station
Weather station
Wind direction/(wind speed)
Wind speed/(wind direction)
Level meter
Radiation sensor
Pyrano meter
Pyrano meter

AAA
NTC10K
NTC
Irrometer RSU
Tasserion
Mas-1
Burkert8045
Metresys
Thies
Verardo
Davis
Davis
Ao Citec
Kimo
Thies
Kipp SMP3

Wind direction

Thies

12-30 Vdc
22mA / 15V
15 or 24V
15 V

1130I Connecting outputs to the AFP
The AFP print has 20 digital outputs connected to 20 relays, this means that 20 functions can be activated from
one AFP. You can add many AFPs if needed the maximum in use in one line is now 22.
If you have many more output than input requirements, you can also use the special output-only version of the
AFP63, which gives you 63 outputs only, see below.
The connection of the contacts is by five 8-pin connectors.

The 20 relays are above this.
Relays 1 to 15 have only normally open (NO) contacts. Relays 16 to 20 can be used in both positions: normally
open(NO) and normally closed (NC) contacts. It is possible to change the normally open into normally closed
contacts with a jumper and vice verso.

Jumper for normally open or normally closed selection Default is like in this picture lower position, Normally Open (NO)

The digital output ports can switch currents up to 2A at 24V DC or AC. Using the ports at higher currents must
be avoided.
relays 1 to 15, 1 normally open contact, with Snubber circuit, current of 2A maximum.
relays 16 to 20, 1 spdt contact, with snubber circuit, current of 2A maximum.

R/A
R/B
R/C
R/D
1P
5P
9P
13 P
1 NO
5 NO
9 NO
13 NO
2P
6P
10 P
14 P
2 NO
6 NO
10 NO
14 NO
3P
7P
11 P
15 P
3 NO
7 NO
11 NO
15 NO
4P
8P
12 P
16 P
4 NO
8 NO
12 NO
16 NO/NC
P= P-contact, i.e. the middle contact or changeover contact

R/E
17 P
17 NO/NC
18 P
18 NO/NC
19 P
19 NO/NC
20 P
20 NO/NC

NO= Normally Open, makes contact with P when relay is energized.
NC=Normally Closed to P, contact with P is broken when relay is energized.

Output 16 to 20 are either N/O or N/C.
Set the jumper in the correct position:

1131I Connecting an AFP light
An AFP light has 4 analogue inputs, 2 digital inputs and one counter input.
The analogue inputs that are in the middle of the print, their dip switches are on the right side of the board.
The digital and counter inputs are in the right top.
The 5 digital outputs, below them, are all NO.
On the left side are extra connectors designated for the requirements of a weather station, but they are no
longer activated :

1132Connecting an AFP63 output
In many greenhouses there are more outputs than inputs. There is a AFP 63 board with only 63 outputs and no
inputs. This normally is be combined with standard AFPs with a 20/20 ratio of output and inputs.
The 63 outputs will be connected by 9 connectors with 8 contacts. On each connector 7 are contact points,
with a common ground as nr. 8, named C.

With the AFP63 also a sheet will be supplied that has place to fill in the details of all output connections.

1133 AFP set-up sheet
For your own convenience there is in addendum B a small overview of each type of AFP to fill in. See
Attachment A.
You can download a version from our website, www.greenspec.nl.
This overview will help you to set up the whole system afterwards in the software.

1200R Setting up the computer system
The Greenspec software runs on an industrial PC that is placed together with a power supply, a hard drive and
the optical device board in a metal housing.
See 1203 in case of problems.
For large installations a more powerful computer can be supplied.

Please run the computer in the following conditions :
temperature 5 – 45 oC,
humidity <90%, non condensing,
power 230 VA (110 VA on demand at no extra cost).
If the power is supplied by a local generator the computer must be protected against power dips and surges. A
good way to do this is to place a small UPS.
Each AFP should have this protection as well if you have any doubt on power stability!
• Greenspec advises to place the unit on a desk, in a dry, conditioned site. There is a special version of the
housing for placement in greenhouse environment, where water condensation may be a problem.
• As alternative there is a small faster computer, only for desktop, the Shuttle XPC nano, for large
installations. As alternative you can place it in a cabinet.
• And there is an enclosed combined computer with touchscreen (an MMI) for installations inside a
greenhouse.

On the computer the following software is installed :

•
•

•
•
•

Windows software as an embedded version, containing only the essential functions. At this moment
WSE7, Windows Standard Embedded 7 is installed.
Communication program software, as standard TeamViewer. Teamviewer is installed to enable help
from Greenspec. All Greenspec staff have official licenses You need to have your own active
TeamViewer license to approach the GSC computer. Working without a license may mean that your
system is slowed down, or that you are kicked out halfway a manipulation.
The GSC software. The software execution is protect with a dongle (Codemeter) presence on the
computer. the recommended usb connexion of the dongle is on the opto board.
And only a reduced amount of accessories, like virus protection and Notepad.
Do NOT load games, extra virus and communication programs etc. Do not use the system to explore
websites. See below!

The system should not be active for automatic updates of the software or any other devices. This can disturb
the function of the control of the AFPs. There is no need to update the running programs of Windows and
Team viewer!

Warning:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Extra software on the computer will slow it down. This may give problems with the function of
controlling the greenhouse.
Communication programs will slow the computer down. You can use Teamviewer. You can install
extra communication software. Close down the contact lines that are not actually used by remote.
Running multiple remote access programs and working on the system over parallel systems is
problematic for the good function of the software.
Using the computer to control any other active functions may lead to fatal errors.
Do not use the system to explore websites. Cookies will slow the system down!
Greenspec is willing to give online support. If we find problems due to the above mentioned items, we
will ask clients first to remove the extra software or stop the multiple remote access activities before
we give assistance.

Warning:
We advise you to check the Microsoft Windows time setting: go to 6121 for instructions. It should be preset for
using the local change of summer/winter time.

When you start up the GSC software the optical line is initialised.
Click on the button “Run Connected” if it appears to let the GSC program attempt to communicate with the
AFPs modules. (Select “Run Disconnected” when the AFPs are not connected, or you want to run in demo
version).
After this the main screen appears :
Left side Menu : the main program sections to work in: Climate, Fertigation, Section overview,
This overview contains many functions that are only visible for installers or with special functions.
Not all of them are available in the standard package.

1230R The Start-up of the communication
After installing the AFPs with their sensors and installing the GSC in a suitable place, it is time to start up and
configure the software.
There is an automatic start-up program, that recognises the AFPs that are installed on the line. As a first
installation we recommend to use this wizard method to connect the Opto Line, see below item 1240.

The connection between GSC and AFPs must make a complete loop. So in case that one connection between
two AFPs is cut off or one AFP is switched OFF or broken, the GSC tries to communicate over both Sides, giving
an alarm telling where the communication stops. You then can go to this AFP.
On AFP discovering phase, the GSC give a NITL (number on the line) from 1 to x for all AFP detected on the left
side, and a number from 1001 to 1xxx on the right side

1240R Automatic discovery wizard for the Opto-line

To proceed, please follow this procedure:

1- disconnect all opto cable lines at the AFPs,
2- on the GSC connect only one side
3- Run the application Greenspec, go to menu AFP config, page AFP to see connected AFPs.

4- now you can follow the opto wire connected to the GSC. One wire of the two is the blinking wire. Note
that for the 2 connectors the Black is receiver and the Blue is the emitter.
The blinking wire blinking should be connect to the black connector (receiver) and the other one to
the blue (emitter).
5- Once that the opto wire is connected the other side of the opto board of this AFP starts blinking. Now
the one connected to the Blue connector is the blinking one, this goes into the black connector in the
next AFP.
6- Connect the wire going from this first AFP to the following AFPs and so one. Always with the same
principle: the light emitting wire should go to a (black) receiver.
7- And terminate the operation by returning back to the GSC
8- Once the operation finished, all AFP should be in status ‘connected’,
9- Uncheck the button seen above in the green circle.
10- Operation discovering AFPs is terminated.

1250I AFP identification
The screen of the AFP config has a top part reading the status, a middle part for changing names and a bottom
part reporting active inputs and outputs.

Explanation of the buttons on the top:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

AFP general set-up
AFP inputs
AFP outputs
Configure the optical line system (expert level)
Reconfigure AFP: use after you replace or repair AFP
Check optical line (administrator level only)
Check all AFP on the line
Check optical line software (administrator level only)

In the middle level you see the AFP with their address, physical name: these are factory settings.
The address you can find also on the sticker that is placed on each AFP.

Below you can give each address a name that is easy for you to recognize, so AFP3 is ok, but also boiler or
comp1 can be used. Be practical and add the 3 last digits of the address, so in the example the left one change
to Paneel1695.

Now if an AFP is present that cannot detected, the status will be not Connected but Error. This means that the
AFP is switched OFF, or broken, or that the opto com line didn’t reach it.
Of course at start-up this can be the case for more than one AFP.
Inspect the first AFP with error, check if the power is on. Reconnect the optical sensors, if no response is found,
cut a small piece of the end of the optical wire and reconnect.
Then check if all AFP are ok now, if not go to the next AFP that is in error.

1300I Configure your AFPs
Once all AFPs have been recognised in the line and you see the LEDs blinking along the line, the AFP
configuration in the software can be done.
Open the GSC software and click in the left bar on the item config AFP.
The most practical way is to fill in per AFP first all the inputs and then the outputs.

1310I Configure AFP inputs
So first click on the button inputs.
The top part of the screen gives readings of inputs that are already defined, the lower part is for configuring.

So now you have to define for all inputs the correct settings.

1311I For analogue inputs:

Select button 6, also filter to see only the AFP you are adding by selecting the present AFP in list 5.
On the lower part, start with the first used analogue input:
In this case input 1 on the AFP input list:

It is the input 101 in the total input lost. Further on in the program the software will always refer back to this
number.
Activate the correct AFP in AFP.
Select the correct type of input (0: Ana)
Check that you fill in the data for number 1 of this AFP .
Then fill in the other data: here an overview, below this table details.
Selection of preset and free input types
Only for some useage types
Your name for this input
Minimum value to read in
Maximum value to read in
Digital range, as default 4095
Calibration multiply value
Calibration shift value
Direct or average/min/max
Time period in case of not direct
Usage type: is it a
0
1
2
3
4
5

linear reading (default),
NTC: the offset for the NTC is already programmed, as they are used so much
Is it a psychometer: already programmed, as they are used so much
A wind direction sensor: already programmed
Is there a factor to be used: special case
Is the sensor non-linear: special case

Usage parameter: Only for NTC, see 1322
Measurement method: choose between a direct reading, a minimum or maximum or an average value for a
time period:

Measurement period: for measurement method 1,2 and 3 choose a time in minutes. For direct it is not needed
to set a time.
Below some examples of settings. See 1321 more on the min and max value and the explanation of the
calibration procedure.

1320I Range setting and calibration of inputs
Greenspec provides extra small data sheets where for all sensors specific details, like range setting and
calibration methods are given.
The reading is divided in a code of 0-4095, however you do normally not use the outer 10% of this reading
because of greater reading errors.
So you use normally from 400 to 3600. To make your reading valid for the whole range, you set the min and
max according to this:
So for humidity that goes from 0 to 100%, you set the min at -10 and the max at 110.

Examples of typical settings:
pH
Item
Reading 4-20 mA,
Digital code value
Value pH for range 0-14

Min
4 mA
0
-3,5 ( at 0 mA)

max
20 mA
4095
22,8 (at 30 mA)

Valve position reading
Item
Reading 0-20 mA,
Digital code value
Value (for range 0-100%)

Min
0 mA
0
-10 (corresponds to 0mA)

max
20 mA
4095
110 (Corresponds to 30 mA)

Temperature setting PTC
Item
Reading 5-25 mA,
Digital code value
Value for range -10 to 120 oC

Min
5 mA
0
-20 (corresponds to 0 mA)

max
25 mA
4095
130 (corresponds to 30 mA)

1321I Calibration
Software calibrations are done by clicking in the menu AFP config on the
A new window opens that shows several methods for calibrating:

1.
2.
3.

1

button:

Special preset options for Ec and pH and for the temperature settings as well as for the Davis settings.
At the bottom: calibration for standardised sensors using the theoretical calculation.
Also a real calibration can be done, but then you must have to setpoints, like ice water and boiling
water, reference humidity cells or pH solution at pH 4 and 7. This gives more precise results.
Software calculation setting method 1: can be used only for sensors supplied by Greenspec

“Select Type to Set Default Value” and choose one of the given options, than Apply.
You activate then standard Greenspec setting and that should work.
Test for instance then the pH by putting the pH sensor in the pH 4 and pH7 solutions. If not ok, then calibrate
with method 3.
3
The physical calibration method 3: do the calibration with 2 points.
In case that by Greenspec setting or by theoretical calculation the result of the check on 1 or 2 points is not
correct , you have to use the part of the menu Calibration with 2 points.

Step 1: Fill in the value of your first point in the box Point 1, so for instance 4 for the pH. . Put the sensor in the
first calibration solution of pH4, wait 30s, click save.
Step 2: Clean and repeat for next point, for instance pH 7, click save.
Step 3: After saving the second value click on Calculate and on Apply.
If you want to be double sure of your calibration: put the sensor again in the solution and read the input value
in the blue section of the AFP.

Calibrated value of an EC.
Recalibration is needed after some time:
Some sensors, like a temperature sensor, will have a fairly long stability.
For others, like pH, EC, wet-dry humidity, CO2 a 6 monthly calibration is advised. First perform a check by
putting the sensor in a medium of known property, like a salt medium with known humidity or a solution with
known pH. If the value you read in the blue section of the AFP inputs is within 5%, do not recalibrate. If it is
outside of the 5%, it is better to recalibrate.

See also the data sheets.

1330I Configure AFP outputs
To program the AFP output go to the modus AFP output :

The symbols mean:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Automatic output configuration: this will add 20 outputs
Add/delete manual output
Add one
Delete one
Or add 20
Or delete 20
Test working by pressing on this button to switch an output on (test NO relais)
Test working by pressing on this button to switch an output off (test NC relais)

Warning

: never use an output in more than one function.

This will mean that uncontrolled actions can take place: if both functions are off, it is no risk. If both functions
are on, it is also no risk. But if one function commands on and the other off, it is unclear what will happen or a
constant on/off switching will take place, damaging the connected units, like valves, lights etc! Anytime you
encounter such an uncontrolled situation, first check for this error.
AFP standard has 20 outputs, there is also the AFP 63 with 63 outputs and the AFP light with 7 outputs.
Please check:
On the AFP02 the outputs nrs. 16 to 20 can be set NO as well as NC , all others are NO.

On the AFP63 the outputs nrs. 36 to 42 can be set NO as well as NC , all others are NO.
A NO is activating the relais if it is ON.
A NC is activating the relais if it is OFF, normally only used for alarm outputs and other functions that must
work if the system is OFF power. See section 1130 for changing the character of a NC/NO.

Identify the correct AFP, give a name to the output.
The no program output is the number that will be used for this output in the program.
Take the list that you made at connecting the AFPs and start to fill in the hardware and software names. For
each item you can type a.o. one of the following:
Boiler, Lighting, Start WKK, Alarm water temperature, Boiler high speed pump, Valve
EC valve, Mixing valve, Circulation pump, Transport mixing valve, Buffer pump
Fan, Screen, Window, CO2 start etc.
Give suitable names (often with numbers) for the items, to make the use in the program more easy.
For instance:
Items per section start with the section number, then the item, then + for open and – for closing, N for
north side, S for south side, E for energy, .
So: 1: Vent N+ is the opening of the windows in section one on the north side.
Items that are situated in sequence by number, so Pump 39 is the 39th pump.
After you save your information, by clicking on the symbol on the right top, the names will be saved in the
software and are visible in the blue part:

Once this is configured, you can use them in the software, so in the example the name of nr. 16 was not yet
saved.

1340I AFP input and output overview
There is an overview of all inputs, practical when setting up the program pages.
Go to the AFP symbol on the right side and click on it.

1350I Check of result of set-up for AFP
After all has been set and adjusted the optical communication will run and bring to the GSC program the
required information.
To check that all is running go to the left button AFP. You see the total amount of AFPs in your system, their
name. And also the total amount of inputs and outputs.
(in the example no real AFPs connected, so no detected AFPs)

Check the setting of the watchdog timer:

In GSC Launcher you set the waiting time before the Watchdog is started, so the time the system will
automatically restart if it is blocked.
•

In Watchdog you set the counter of the real Watchdog action, here 60 s. So with the counter before
the watchdog gets active at all, the total time before the computer is restarted is 3 min in this
example!

•

In some systems you may have only a few inputs that are refreshed and you may have a low
frequency. So: the computer may be blocked, but it will not react. In the Max Minutes Check Inputs,
you set the max time before a check. (see also 1321)

In this window you can also set them manually. And you can choose the frequency for switching the direction
of the loop, to improve the lifetime of the optical boards.

1500R The software functions
The greenhouse as a whole is controlled by functions that have many and complex relationships.
The Greenspec GSC software has pre-programmed many logical functions, like the influence of sunlight on
ventilation requirements, the outdoor temperature on the greenhouse heating requirements and many others.
The division of functions in climate, ferti and others is of course a simplification : the general goal to optimise
the growth is a network of actions.
The package has a simplified setting, over the compartment structure for the Climate and over the group
structure for the Fertigation.
At present the following functions are in :
Climate
Water temperature conditions
Boiler heating
Hot water valve switching
Hot water transport
Buffer handling
Air heater
Screen function energy
Screen function shading
Screen function day/night

Fertigation
Irrigation
Irrigation units
Drain measurement
Groups
Group start multiple options
Valve settings

Ventilation windows

Liquid mono element fertiliser
injection
Acid/base mixing
Proportional injection

Humidity regulation
Influence temperature, radiation,
humidity, outside temperature,
wind

Ec regulation
pH regulation

Ventilation safety closing

Others
Fan control
Double plastic
Fogging
Mixed function control
Air cooling
Phyto treatment
Carbon dioxide dosage
Growth lamps
WKK dosage and energy
generation
Meteo station setting
Alarm setting
Reporting

Graphs, statistics
Data export

(The colours are to indicate different groups, they have no other meaning)

The next sections of this introduction explain
•
•
•
•
•

Add compartments, units and groups: How to set up the software structure that reflects the structure
of the greenhouse.
Info, general, config and influence: The different submenus for each function
Save time: How to copy settings from one section or unit to the next
Access levels
The last section is devoted to the PID regulation, the main control mechanism of the software.

1510I Add compartments and Units at set-up of the software regulation
This is the set-up of the basic units of the greenhouse.
Before you start on this section, you need to have on hand the complete schedule of all greenhouse
installations.
From the Main Left Menu, select the button Build below:

You will see the following Tree. Normally a preprogrammed setting has been made and loaded, you can add
and change that one.

And for the heating:

You need to have as many compartments as you have climate regulation sections, as many units as you have
fertilizing units in the greenhouse.
Some items are named as “list” , then you have to add also list elements, like with screens or air heaters.
From there you can add and delete the necessary details.

Warning:

read the following section carefully, as there is often a minimum amount of sections that

MUST be activated!
1511A Sections, the units and groups
When you add a climate section the following regulations must be activated:
•

vents

•

Screens

•

Water Heating

•

Fans: optional

•

Lights: optional

•

CO2 dosage: optional

•

Air heater

•

Fog, cooling: optional

As list, make individual vents in the list,
As list, make individual screens in the list. Standard at least one
screen. Normally two top screens and one side screen, the top screen
will have 4 time frames. But you can have more screens.
As list, make individual water heatings in the list. Standard per
heating unit at least one.

As standrd ONLY 1 light group in compartment 1

As list, make individual heaters in the list, at least one

In a fertigation regulation unit you have the following functions:
•

Unit configuration

•

group

•

EC/PH

•

Fixed time start list

•

Miscellaneous start list

Hardware setting of the valves, pumps, ferti tanks, etc.
In each unit: As list, make individual groups in the list
In each group define these
In each group define these
In each group define these

Then you have to add a boiler:
•

Boilers room

Boiler water heat
Transport water heat

1530A Save time: How to copy settings from one section or unit to the next
You can copy a simple selection or a whole compartment setting in several of the settings windows of the
compartment : in heating, vents., screen.
You can copy the whole settings of groups in activate in

The left indicator is to copy one setting, in the example the temperature of the room to all temperatures in the
same row.
The middle element is to copy settings to memory. With this you can delete.
But also you can select a new column, click on the right symbol and copy the data to this column.
The right element enables to copy settings of a complete compartment to another complete compartment.
This means that you can program much faster. See the next section.

1531A copy complete compartment or group settings

If you click on the open book symbol, you can copy settings to another compartment.
The following window opens:

This menu concerns copying daily settings of Vents, Water Heating, Screens .
Depending from the place in the software you are working in, the selection of the items to copy is preselected.
There is a separate description for “normal”periods and copy periods with the graph setting.
Select the source (compart number need to be select),
The destination (compart number need to be select),
Click the button Copy to proceed the copy

1542A Limit the amount of visible columns
In the top of each screen you can select the compartment, the group and the active set.
Default these are NOT active and you will see all information, in that case you see a * in the box.

But once you click on them, only the selected item will be visible. Then you can scroll through by clicking
forward and backward.
So here for the water heating you see only the setting of set nr. 3.
In some screens you see more options for choice: like with the screens you see the symbol for the 3 types of
screen use: energy, shading and time. By clicking on the symbols the panel will refresh to only the selected one.

1550A Time handling in the system
1551A working with time periods
The software works often with time periods, especially for the regulation of the compartment: 4 periods are
normal: sunrise period, daytime, sundown period and night.
Extra may be added, but this is normal.
In a new period a new value is set, like a vent opening or a room temperature.

When the period begins, defined as Time begin set, the change from one setting to the next period starts.
Then at Time Slope End Set the new setting is reached, like a vent opening from 0% over night to opening at
80% once it is light. The period continues until the Time end set.
The 4 periods are as default linked to each other: if you change the end time in period 1, automatically the start
time of period 2 is adjusted when you click on save.

And the abbreviations are:
FT=fixed time
SU=sun up
SD= sundown.
You can define times as: 60 min before sun up, or 15 min after sun down.

1553A Graphic programming of periods
Here an example of programming by graphics, on top you see the window to program by graphic, and below
the result where the yellow line in the lower plot is the ambient temperature.

The installer has to activate this in admin config for water heating and for vents, see section 1.
In parameter you can select the items you want to program graphically for each compartment. You could do
only part of one compartment graphical and others by normal period method, but that is not practical.

If you want to see the exact values, click on item 14.
All lines have a number, you can select new colours by clicking on one of the coloured or black boxes and then
select a colour. And you can define the line width. After that save it. Please note: the selection of the lines in
the list has to be reset and saved after that!

Left side: colour choice, right side: line width 4 for the yellow line.

The calculated value of the max influence move up/down proportional in the phase slope begin or
end from 0% of max influence to 100% of max influence (reversely in the slope end).
1560R Access levels
The software is used:
1.
2.
3.
4.

By the installer to connect all AFPs and activate all their inputs and outputs at Installer level
By the administrator to activate all required functions of the grower at administrator level
By growth advisors to refine these functions at the level of influencing functions etc. at advanced level
By the normal user having only a view of the functions for day to day regulation and to activate the
day to day settings in the greenhouse. This is mostly done over several overview pages that give
immediate overview and then give quick access to setting to activate and/or change. The level read
only does not allow any changes.

By clicking on the symbol access level you can see what is the level you can access.

1580R New Now 2 Help functions
For many symbols on the menu if you click on them, a short explanation appears. If you click on F1 also some
explanation appears that helps you t fill in values.
The new F2 function loads the page of the manual that applies to the function. This version is not yet complete
and for the moment it is only active in English. Other language pages will be filled in in 2018. The information is
loaded with the software function, so it is not remote, but present on the GSC itself.
From left to right:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hide/show the following 2 buttons Add/ delete an column influence
Add an influence column
Delete an influence column
Refresh
Copy the complete influence list
Paste the complete influencer list
Copy a cell to the whole row

•
•
•
•

Show less
Show more
Copy the complete influencer list
Paste the complete influencer list.

Please check details at the parameters themselves. Some influences are complex and flexible to set, like the
humidity influencer on the parameter vent.
1595A Program maximum and minimum influence
If you use several influences, in some cases the total effect may be more then you want as a maximum, like
influence of both radiation and outside temperature. For this a maximum and minimum band can be defined
for each parameter. This works under graph settings. See for more explanation 1552 and further.
If the sum of the effective influences is higher then the maximum , the maximum value will be used. If the sum
is lower as the minimum, the minimum will be used.
They are already named in the list:

So in this example the purple line is the straight setting, the orange is the maximum value of all influences and
the red line is the minimum value of all influences.
These lines are programmed just like the other graphs, but here the copy function is quite practical:
Here the Lee Vent Pband is copied into the Lee Vent min Pband:

So after dragging the line down, you can see the minimum value:

So after you made your selection, click on the red paste symbol and the settings will be pasted.
Warning
: Some inputs, like from the meteo station, will give good information for all compartments. For
some other inputs, like humidity you have to identify the correct input in the new compartment!
.
1597 admin config elements for influences
At several places you set in admin config what you can do with the influences and which influences are visible.

Sometimes specific, sometimes a general activation:

And specifically if you want to use slopes you have to activate this in GSC Tools under threads:

